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up-close, better understand its nature and characteristics,
and extract preliminary insights from it. Typically, EDA is
done by interactively applying various analysis operations
(such as filtering, aggregation, and visualization) – the user
examines the results of each operation, and decides if and
which operation to employ next.
EDA is long known to be a complex, time consuming process, especially for non-expert users. Therefore, numerous
lines of work were devised to facilitate the process, in multiple dimensions [10, 24, 25, 31, 42, 46]: First, simplified EDA
interfaces (e.g., [25], Tableau1 ) allow non-programmers to
effectively explore datasets without knowing scripting languages or SQL. Second, numerous solutions (e.g., [6, 14, 22])
were devised to improve the interactivity of EDA, by reducing the running times of exploratory operations, and
displaying preliminary sketches of their results. Last, several
more systems simplify the query formulation for non-expert
users (e.g., [15, 24]), as well as introducing query-by example
systems (e.g. [8, 41]) that allow non-technical users to specify
their information needs by selecting a set of example tuples.
While these works greatly facilitate the exploration process in terms of response time and ease of use, EDA is still
a difficult process, as the user remains in the “driver’s seat”,
having to decide which exploratory operation to employ at
each step of the exploratory process. Therefore the scope
of this tutorial is an emerging body of research works that
are aimed at automating EDA, whether partially or fully. We
start by surveying recommender-systems designed for EDA,
aimed to assist users in choosing the next exploratory step to
take, or suggest dataset segments and tuples that are likely
to be of interest. We then discuss how machine learning techniques can improve upon such EDA recommender systems,
by predicting users’ interests in order to generate better,
more personalized recommendations. Finally, we explain
how deep learning methods can be used to fully automate
EDA i.e. by auto-generating entire exploratory sessions and
visualizations, hereby significantly reducing the time and
effort data scientists dedicate to EDA.

ABSTRACT
Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is an important initial step
for any knowledge discovery process, in which data scientists interactively explore unfamiliar datasets by issuing a
sequence of analysis operations (e.g. filter, aggregation, and
visualization). Since EDA is long known as a difficult task,
requiring profound analytical skills, experience, and domain
knowledge, a plethora of systems have been devised over
the last decade in order to facilitate EDA.
In particular, advancements in machine learning research
have created exciting opportunities, not only for better facilitating EDA, but to fully automate the process. In this
tutorial, we review recent lines of work for automating EDA.
Starting from recommender systems for suggesting a single
exploratory action, going through kNN-based classifiers and
active-learning methods for predicting users’ interestingness
preferences, and finally to fully automating EDA using stateof-the-art methods such as deep reinforcement learning and
sequence-to-sequence models.
We conclude the tutorial with a discussion on the main
challenges and open questions to be dealt with in order to
ultimately reduce the manual effort required for EDA.
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TUTORIAL BACKGROUND & SCOPE

Exploratory Data Analysis (EDA) is an essential process performed by data scientists in order to examine a new dataset
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Tutorial Outline. The proposed tutorial begins with a brief
introduction to modern-day EDA, overviewing commonly
1 https://www.tableau.com
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used interactive EDA interfaces, methodology and optimization tools. Then, the core of the tutorial consists of the following three modules, which are depicted in more details in
Section 2. The first module describes recommender systems
designated for EDA, whereas the latter two modules explain
how automated EDA can be vastly improved using machine
learning and deep learning methods. Table 1 summarizes
selected works along the three modules.

it using deep reinforcement learning. Such generated sessions,
when presented in EDA notebooks, allow allow users to
gain preliminary insights on their dataset, before they begin
exploring it themselves [3].

1. EDA Recommender Systems: Data-driven, Log-based,
and Hybrid Systems. The first section surveys the major
developments in the field of recommender systems dedicated to EDA that provide the user with suggestions for
specific, high-utility exploratory operations. Such systems
can be roughly divided into two categories: (1) data-driven
(also known as discovery-driven) systems, which use heuristic notions of interestingness and employ them, e.g., to find
data subsets conveying interesting patterns ([12]), data visualizations [46], and data summaries [43]. (2) Log-based
systems [1, 13, 49] leverage a log of former exploratory operations, performed by the same or different users, in order
to generate more personalized EDA recommendations. Last,
hybrid methods such as [29, 31] allow effectively utilizing
both the log and the dataset currently being explored.
2. ML for Predicting Users’ Interestingness Preferences.
Measuring the interestingness of exploratory operations is a
crucial component in many of the EDA systems described
above, as well as for fully automating EDA (as described further below). Many heuristic measures have been proposed
for assessing the interestingness of analysis operations, each
capturing a different facet of the broad concept [16, 27]. However, interestingness is often subjective [7] and dynamically
changing, even in the same exploratory session [28]. We
examine two lines of recent works that utilize machine learning techniques to solve the problem: (1) Dynamic selection
of interestingness measures, in which systems such as [28]
predict which measure most accurately captures the user’s
interest, and (2) ML-based models for users’ interest using, e.g.,
active-learning [10, 18] and learning-to-rank [26] techniques.
3. Fully-automated EDA Using Deep Learning Methods. While the recommender systems and interestingness
prediction techniques described above accelerate and improve the exploration experience, to ultimately reduce the
manual effort in EDA, it has been recently suggested to fully
automate the exploration process, relying on advancements
in deep neural networks. In particular, [9] presents a system
for auto-generating data visualizations based on a sequenceto-sequence recurrent neural network model. Also, [2, 30] suggest generating entire EDA sessions, given an input dataset,
that capture dataset highlights and interesting aspects. This
is done by formulating EDA as a control problem, and solving

As automated EDA is an emerging field of research, it
conveys many exciting opportunities for future work, as
well as challenges and open questions. We review questions
such as How to make the auto-generated sessions personalized,
reactive to users’ information needs? How to design a better
user experience and interface for automated EDA? How to build
an effective, reproducible, experimental framework to evaluate
the quality of auto-generated sessions?
Tutorial Duration. The tutorial is 1.5 hour long. It begins
with an introduction to EDA, in which we review commonly
used EDA interfaces, and present common data models and
required definitions. We then overview selected works in
each module: EDA recommender systems, predicting users’
interestingness, and finally - we brifly touch recent works
in fully automated EDA. We conclude the tutorial with an
elaborate discussion on the potential future endeavors of
automated EDA.
Target Audience. The tutorial is primarily intended for researchers, students, and industry practitioners interested in
data exploration and automatic knowledge discovery, but
also addresses those who are interested in employing machine learning tools for data management applications. The
tutorial is self-contained and requires no prior knowledge except for some familiarity with basic databases and machine
learning terminology. Advanced techniques such as deep
reinforcement learning and sequence-to-sequence networks
are explained from the basics.
Related Tutorials. A comprehensive tutorial on data exploration [19] was presented in SIGMOD ’15. It surveyed
multiple lines of works, all dedicated to enhance the exploration process, from adaptive database storage and indexing
mechanisms, to gesture-based database interfaces. In contrast, our tutorial is focused particularly on more recent
developments in automated EDA, and the only overlap is
in the introductory part of our tutorial, where we briefly
overview selected materials from [19].
Also, [32] and [33], presented in VLDB ’17 and SIGMOD
’19, focus solely on systems for query by example, which
allow non-technical users to circumvent query languages,
and express their information needs by selecting example
tuples. Such systems are out of the scope of this tutorial.

2

DETAILED OVERVIEW

As mentioned above, our tutorial begins with an introductory
overview on modern EDA, briefly covering example use
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Module

System Type
Data-Driven

EDA Recommender Systems

Predicting/Modeling Users’ Interest

Fully-Automated EDA

Log-Based
Hybrid
Dynamic Measure Prediction
(kNN-based Classification)
Modeling (Active Learning)

Personalization
No

SQL/ Tuples
Recommendations [10, 18]
Visualizations [26]

Yes

Modeling
(Learning-to-Rank)
Seq2seq RNN
Visualizations [9]
Deep Reinforcement
Generic EDA [2, 30]
Learning
Table 1: Overview of works on automated EDA

cases, commonly used interfaces and optimization tools. We
next describe the three core modules of our tutorial, then
the concluding discussion.

2.1

Exploration Type
Tuples
Recommendation [11], Data
Cube/OLAP [20, 38],
Visuazliations [46, 48]
SQL [13] OLAP [1, 17, 49],
Generic EDA [29, 31]
Generic EDA [28]

Yes
Yes
Yes

No
No
No

Log-based EDA recommendations. Such systems take as
input the current state of an ongoing EDA session of a certain user, and generate recommendations for promising exploratory operations to be performed next, based on (previous) sessions of the same or different users. Drawing inspiration from collaborative-filtering recommender systems,
the log-based EDA recommender systems, such as [1, 13, 17,
31, 49], utilize a repository of previous exploratory sessions,
under the assumption that if two session prefixes are similar,
their continuation is likely to also be similar.
To generate recommendations given an ongoing user’s session, the system first retrieves the top-k most similar session
prefixes from the repository, using a dedicated similarity
measure for exploratory sessions. Then, it analyzes the continuation of the retrieved prefixes and uses the gathered
information to construct recommendations for the next step
in the ongoing user session.

EDA Recommender Systems

The first module of our tutorial surveys recommender systems designated for EDA. Such systems typically reside between the dataset and the EDA interface, and used for recommending high-utility EDA operations (e.g., visualizations,
drill-downs, OLAP/SQL queries, and general EDA suggestions), without relying on any particular input or specifications from the user. We examine two major types of EDA
recommender systems, data-driven and log-based, then how
they can be combined in hybrid systems
Data-driven EDA recommendations. These systems derive recommendations relying solely on the data at hand
(either the entire dataset or the results set of the last operation employed by the user). These tools use a notion of interestingness, defined a-priori, which is employed to grade the
utility of the results of a specific EDA operation (e.g., OLAP
drill-down [20] and roll-ups [39], data visualization [46], and
data summaries [43]) or directly evaluate the interestingness
of specific tuples [12] or data cube subsets [37, 38]. For example, [38] defines a notion of surprisingness that favors data
cube cells with unexpected values, and in [46] the authors
define visualizations that demonstrate a larger “deviation”
from the original dataset.
Recommendations are typically generated by efficiently
searching the space of EDA operations (supported by the
system), pruning operations with low interestingness scores.

Hybrid EDA recommendations. The data-driven and the
log-based approaches each have a significant drawback: datadriven systems, relying only on the dataset at hand, produce
generic recommendations with limited personalization to the
end user, whereas log-based systems, examining the entire
session of the current user, offer more personalized recommendations yet rely on the existence of high-quality, relevant
previous EDA sessions that may not be fully available (e.g.,
since the goals and datasets of different users rarely overlap).
To that end, the hybrid EDA recommender system presented
in [31] attempts to bridge the gap between log-based and
data-driven systems. Just like log-based systems, it uses the
session log to retrieve similar prefixes to the ongoing session, and harvests a set of candidate “next-actions”. However,
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rather than directly constructing recommendations for concrete EDA operations, the system generalizes the set of candidate next-actions into a set of abstract-actions (i.e., with some
missing parameters). The abstract actions can be further instantiated to concrete recommendations of EDA operations
using a data-driven approach, i.e., by selecting the concrete
operations that yield high interestingness values according
to a pre-defined interestingness measure.

2.2

2.3

Fully-Automated EDA using Deep
Learning

In the last module of the tutorial, we survey very recent
lines of work [2, 3, 9, 30], with the potential to ultimately reduce the manual effort devoted to EDA, by fully automating
the exploration process. We introduce this novel approach
by examining two different frameworks: one for automatically generating visualizations based on supervised learning,
and another framework that employs deep reinforcement
learning to auto-generate complete exploratory sessions.
Auto-generated data visualizations. The authors in [9]
consider the problem of auto-generating visualizations as a
translation problem, between data specifications (i.e., fields an
values in a JSON format) to Vega-Lite [40] visualization specifications. To that end, they use a corpus of Vega-Lite specifications [35], and build a supervised translation model using
an encoder-decoder network architecture: The encoder is a
bi-directional recurrent neural network (RNN) that takes the
data specifications as input and outputs a low-dimensional
vector, and the decoder, also an RNN, takes the encoded vector as input and sequentially outputs Vega-Lite tokens (i.e.,
the visualization specification). The two networks are jointly
trained to maximize the probability of generating a correct
visualization specification given an input data specification.
Auto-generated entire EDA sessions. In [2, 3, 30], the
authors propose a framework for automatically generating an entire EDA session given a dataset as input. The
auto-generated session is presented to users in an EDA notebook [23], guiding them through the dataset’s highlights and
important characteristics, without requiring further input.
To do so, the authors formulate EDA as a control-problem, i.e.,
by devising (1) a machine-compatible EDA interface, which
provides parameterized, atomic composition of exploratory
operations, as well as produces machine-readable encodings
for their result sets; (2) an objective function that favors
exploratory sessions that are: interesting (by employing a
notion of interestingness as explained above), but also diverse
(using a distance metric between actions’ result sets) and
human understandable (using an external classifier).
To solve the EDA control-problem, a dedicated deep reinforcement learning (DRL) network architecture is proposed,
which can effectively handle the large number of possible
EDA operations in each state of the session. The network
is trained by self-interactions only, without requiring any
labeled training data.

ML for Predicting Users’ Interest

As mentioned above, measuring the interestingness of EDA
operations is an important component in EDA recommender
systems, as well as for fully-automated EDA systems (as
described next in Section 2.3). However, a multitude of interestingness measures are suggested in previous work (see [16,
27] for surveys), each capturing a different aspect of the
broad concept, which means that an operation ranked as
highly-interesting by one measure, may be ranked as noninteresting by a different measure. Therefore, it is challenging
yet highly important to dynamically select the appropriate
measure. To that end, we discuss two different approaches for
tackling the problem using machine learning: (1) Dynamic selection of interestingness measures and (2) ML-based models
for users’ interest.
Dynamic Interestingness Measure Selection. By analyzing EDA sessions logs, the authors in [28] show that interestingness preferences not only vary across users and datasets,
but they often change dynamically within the same user’s
session. To that end, given a predefined set of interestingness measures, they formulate the dynamic interestingness
measure selection as a multi-class classification problem, and
build a kNN based classifier that predicts which interestingness measure best captures the current user’s interest in each
step of an ongoing EDA session.
ML-based models for users’ interest. Rather than using
existing, predefined notions for interestingness, systems such
as [10, 18, 26] are designed to directly build a model for
users’ interestingness preferences. For example, [10, 18] take
an active learning approach, i.e., they harvest feedback on
presented tuples (“interesting” or “not interesting”), and use
it to construct a model for an individual user’s interest and
gradually improve its accuracy as more feedback is collected.
Another example is [26], in which the authors use a learningto-rank model to assess the quality of data visualizations. By
utilizing a training dataset containing user-annotated data
visualization, they build a learned ranking-model that is able
to determine, given two data visualizations, which one is
more interesting.

2.4

Concluding Discussion: The future of
automated EDA

We conclude the tutorial with an elaborate discussion about
the future challenges and opportunities in the emerging field
of automated EDA. Example open questions are:
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How to personalize automatic EDA? Current fully-automated
systems for EDA (as described in Section 2.3) do not generate personalized output. However, since different users
have different information needs, it is important to develop
solutions for the personalization and interactivity of the
auto-generated exploratory sessions. For example, the autogenerated visualizations system [9] could benefit from including a user preferences vector encoded alongside the data
specification, and the DRL system for auto-generating EDA
notebooks [3] can be enhanced with a personalized component to its objective function. Additionally, utilizing systems
for predicting and modeling user interest, as presented in
Section 2.2, may also be a promising direction for future
work.
Which evaluation methods and benchmarks are adequate for EDA? EDA may be performed in different settings and in light of different exploration goals, therefore
devising a standard for evaluation and benchmark automated
EDA systems remains a challenge. The performance of EDA
recommender systems are often measured using predictive
evaluation (i.e., given a prefix of a user’s EDA session, predict the subsequent operation performed). This is done using
publicly available repository of EDA sessions, such as [44].
Evaluating the quality of entire EDA sessions [2, 3], as
is the case for many generative models [45], is particularly
challenging. To that end, an evaluation benchmark for autogenerated EDA sessions was developed by [3], drawing inspiration from existing methods to evaluate generative textual
models (e.g., Inception Score [36] for image generation, BLEU
score [34] for machine translation, CIDEr [47] for image description, etc).
How to facilitate richer (but safer) automatic EDA? Users
often perform EDA using several types of EDA operations
(e.g., data manipulation, visualizations, mining) [? ], and
across several datasets. Automatic EDA should support different types of operations, as well as work on multiple datasets.
The latter could be supported by integrating systems for finding related/joinable datasets such as [5, 51]. Also, as the field
of automated EDA develops, it becomes increasingly important to protect users from false-discoveries (See, e.g., [50])
Can we develop completely “Hands-free” system for
EDA? While the automated EDA systems hold great promise,
considerable effort is required to make the auto-generated
output accessible and fully comprehensible to the end-user,
as well as dynamically responsive to users requests and commands – as recently described in the visionary paper in [4]. A
full-fledged “hands-free” EDA systems should be enhanced
with means for voice commands (inspired by [21]) to allow for an easy, interaction with the system. An additional
important feature is providing an explanation for the autogenerated exploratory steps, describing particularly what
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is interesting in each results-screen/visualization, hereby
explicitly surfacing potential insights.
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